Pd-Based amorphous alloys can be used for hydrogen energy-related applications owing to their excellent sorption capacities. In this study, the sorption behaviour of dc magnetron-sputtered and chronomperometrically-saturated Pd–Si–Cu metallic-glass (MG) nanofilms is investigated by means of aberration-corrected high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and electrochemical techniques. The volume expansion of $\Delta V = 10.09$ Å$^3$ of a palladium hydride unit cell obtained from HRTEM images due to the hydrogenation of the Pd–MG nanofilms is 1.65 times larger than $\Delta V$ of the Pd-polycrystalline counterpart loaded under the same conditions. Determined by scanning transmission electron microscopy-high annular dark-field imaging and electron energy loss spectroscopy, the huge difference between the two Pd-based systems is accounted for by the “nano-bubbles” originating from hydrogenation, which generate active sites for the formation and expansion of spatially dispersed palladium hydride nanocrystals. A remarkable difference in the hydrogen sorption capacity is measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy compared to the Pd polycrystal nanofilms particularly in the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ regions, where the maximum hydrogen to palladium ratio obtained from a combination of chronomperomentry and cyclic voltammery is 1.56 and 0.61 for the MG and Pd-polycrystal nanofilms, respectively. The findings place Pd–MGs among suitable material candidates for future energy systems.

**New concepts**

Advanced materials with efficient hydrogen interactions are expected to play a major role in future energy conversion and storage systems. Despite their limited hydrogen storage capability and high costs, Pd-based nanomaterials are currently used for hydrogen storage and catalysis because of their excellent kinetic reversibility. Among them, Pd-based metallic glasses (Pd-MGs) can be considered as more efficient candidates due to their grain-free amorphous nanostructure with extra interstitial sites for a higher amount of hydrogen sorption. This study comprises, for the first time, an in-depth study of the unique hydrogenation behaviour of Pd-MG nanofilms sputtered on a Si substrate via physical vapour deposition. Aberration-corrected HRTEM and STEM-HAADF/-EELS techniques confirmed the lattice expansion of 10.09 Å$^3$ obtained from the FFT patterns, which corroborates the extensive sorption capacity of Pd-based MGs (around 1.65 times larger than that for its Pd-counterparts). Compared to the lattice expansion of the Pd polycrystal nanofilms with the same thickness (50 nm), the calculated maximum $H/M = 1.56$ is 2.55 times larger. The considered Pd-MG improves the overall hydrogen storage capability through the electrochemically-induced nanobubbles. The ground-breaking concept of this study is that we have remarkably enhanced the metal-hydrogen interaction and palladium hydride formation via a newly designed nanofilm (Pd$_7$Si$_{16}$Cu$_5$) and electrochemical hydrogenation.

As an abundant, clean and renewable energy source, hydrogen is evaluated as a new material for the replacement of the currently used fossil fuels. Compared to other hydrogen storage techniques,$^{1-3}$ metal hydrides have the capability of storing large amounts of hydrogen without the need for external pressure or heat.$^{4-6}$ Due to the absorption of hydrogen into the bulk layers of the metal,$^{7-9}$ current state-of-the-art metal hydrides have higher volumetric density and lower total storage energy (12.5% of the net calorific value of hydrogen$^{10}$) as compared to the hydrogen gas or liquid hydrogen. Moreover, compared to physisorption, metal hydride formation via electrochemical bonding is generally accepted to yield higher volumetric and gravimetric densities of hydrogen storage.$^{11}$

Palladium is one of the key materials currently used for hydrogen storage and catalysis with excellent kinetic reversibility at ambient temperatures.$^{12-14}$ However, the high cost of Pd in bulk
and micro-scale size and its moderate affinity to oxidizing or reducing environments under extreme conditions create big barriers against energy-based industrial applications.\textsuperscript{12,15} Cu containing PdSi-based metallic-glass (MG) nanofilms can serve as a remedy to this problem by showing higher durability against severe environments due to their grain-free amorphous structure while significantly decreasing the cost due to the substitution of Pd with Si and Cu.\textsuperscript{16} In our previous study, the electrosorption (adsorption, absorption, desorption, and evolution) behaviour of hydrogen and kinetic parameters such as charge transfer resistance, as well as the double layer and adsorption capacitance were investigated using a combination of cyclic voltammetry and electroimpedance spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{17} Depending on the Cu content, PdSi-based metallic glass nanofilms can remarkably enhance metal–hydrogen interaction and palladium hydride (PdH\textsubscript{x}) formation. Although this phenomenon can be linked to the non-translational structural motifs on the nm scale and the free volume in Pd-based metallic glasses, which probably generates additional interstitial sites for a higher amount of hydrogen sorption,\textsuperscript{18–20} the mechanism and extent of palladium hydride formation in these multicomponent amorphous nanofilms are still unclear.

Here, we utilized an aberration-corrected high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) technique with a point-to-point resolution of less than 0.1 nm, which allows characterization of palladium hydride crystals with diameters of several nanometers. Composition and thickness analyses were performed by high-angle annular dark-field imaging in scanning transmission electron microscopy mode (HAADF-STEM) in order to assess the chemical segregation within the Pd–Si–Cu nanofilm due to electrochemical hydrogenation. A comparative study with unhydrogenated Pd–Si–Cu nanofilms, as well as a polycrystalline Pd nanofilm of similar thickness, was performed to highlight the extent of hydride formation in each case. The hydrides accumulate around “nanobubbles” with diameters of up to 4 nm, which is discovered to be the main reason for the ultra-high amounts of hydrogen storage in PdSiCu metallic-glass nanofilms.

A typical dc magnetron-sputtered nanofilm on a silicon chip is shown in Fig. 1a. Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) analysis shows a broad diffraction maximum for the Pd\textsubscript{79}Si\textsubscript{16}Cu\textsubscript{5} nanofilm (Fig. 1b) as opposed to the sharp peaks obtained for the polycrystalline Pd nanofilm (Fig. S1a – ESI\textsuperscript{†}). The first peak maximum of the Pd polycrystal (40.12°) shifts to a larger 2\(\theta\) value for the MG sample (40.54°) by the inclusion of Si and Cu. Similar to the literature findings, upon Cu addition, our previous XRD investigation showed a remarkable decrease in the interatomic lattice spacing (i.e. volumetric contraction) due to the smaller atomic radii of Cu. This results in broadening of the first sharp peak of the Pd sample, where this peak is strongly influenced by the contributions of Pd–Si and Pd–Cu bonds.\textsuperscript{17} The first diffuse peak maximum of Pd\textsubscript{84}Si\textsubscript{16} (2\(\theta\) = 40.28°) shifts to 2\(\theta\) = 40.54° for the 5 at% Cu addition (Pd\textsubscript{79}Si\textsubscript{16}Cu\textsubscript{5}). The more Pd is replaced with Cu, the bigger the shift in 2\(\theta\) towards larger values.
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**Fig. 1** Synthesis and structural/surface characterization of a Pd\textsubscript{79}Si\textsubscript{16}Cu\textsubscript{5} film. (a) Digital microscopy image of a PVD sputtered film on a Si substrate with coating dimensions of 1.8 mm × 0.6 mm (scale bar 1 mm). (b) GIXRD analysis of the same film. Fitting of the first broad peak using the pseudo-Voigt function. (c) 3D profile analysis of a 2 × 2 \(\mu\)m region of a MG thin film performed via AFM. (d) Line scan (yellow dashed lines in c) of the AFM image; the root mean square roughness is 0.66 nm. The line-scan roughness for the Pd polycrystalline sample is 0.29 nm. (e) Survey scan of the Pd–MG as-sputtered (unhydrogenated) and hydrogenated samples. The magnified view of the red area shows the Pd 3d\textsubscript{5} and Pd 3d\textsubscript{3} valence states. The black dashed lines pass through the maxima points of the two valence states of the as-sputtered sample. A slight shift in the maxima of the hydrogenated sample towards higher binding energies is observed (∼0.2 eV).
The line scan profile obtained by atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis in Fig. 1c shows a surface roughness of $R_{\text{RMS}} = 0.66$ nm (Fig. 1d). The root mean square roughness, $R_{\text{RMS}}$, obtained from the scanned area is 0.64 and 3.37 nm for the Pd and MG thin films, respectively. PdSi-based metallic glasses with Cu content were found to have higher surface roughness compared to the PdSi–MGs without Cu. On the other hand, our previous findings obtained from the electrochemical circuit modeling (ECM) show that hydrogen absorption in Pd-based glassy thin films is mainly independent of this roughness factor.17 Compared to the homogenously scattered bumps obtained from the 3D profile of PdTF as shown in Fig. S1b (ESI†), the MG shows a more homogenous dispersion of surface asperities. For the Palladium Thin Film (PdTF) and Metallic-Glass Thin Film (MGTF) samples, the correlated actual surface areas obtained from the AFM measurements for the 4 $\mu$m² projected area are 4.005 $\mu$m² and 4.077 $\mu$m², respectively. For the cyclic voltammetry of samples with such small roughness values, the literature theoretically and experimentally proves the independence of the electrode roughness in relation to the shape of the CV curves and peak currents.21

The X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) study survey scan (Fig. 1e) shows a small shift in the peak maxima of $\text{Pd} 3d_{3/2}$ and $\text{Pd} 3d_{5/2}$ valence states towards higher binding energies (inset) upon electrochemical hydrogenation. Si $2p_1/2$, Cu $2p_{1/2}$, and Cu $2p_{3/2}$ peaks do not shift after hydrogenation (as confirmed in our previous work).17 Thus, no chemical interaction between Si and H, and Cu and H has been detected after hydrogenation. For this reason, Pd is the main metal interacting with the sorbed hydrogen from the active sites of the MG sample. Fig. S2 (ESI†) shows the seamless attachment on the atomic-scale between the Si/SiO$_2$ substrate and the MG nanofilm before hydrogenation. Fig. S3 (ESI†) shows an HRTEM image of a hydrogenated Pd thin film. It reveals the polycrystalline structure of Pd with an average grain size of 10–20 nm. The thickness of the polycrystalline layer was measured to be ~40 nm. Due to the high precision and stability of the employed PVD sputtering technique, the thickness of the polycrystalline layer is constant across the sample.

To evaluate the saturation time and to determine the sorbed hydrogen in terms of the applied potential, we have performed combinatorial chronoamperometry (Fig. S4 – ESI†) and cyclic voltammetry (Fig. S5 – ESI†) tests using the MG sample. At higher saturation potentials (from 0.4 V to 0.2 V vs. RHE) the sample readily reaches its hydrogen saturation limit within 10 seconds. In comparison, ~50 $\mu$m Pd foil in 1 M H$_2$SO$_4$ solution can be saturated in ca. 300 s.22 Such fast hydrogenation kinetics of this film is mainly due to its considerably small thickness of 50 nm. While the hydrogen evolution reaction starts below 0.15 V (inset), MG cannot fully store readily sorbed hydrogen. The release of excess hydrogen leads to an increase in the current density.

After chronoamperometric saturation, cyclic voltammograms of the nanofilms were recorded. Fig. 2a shows the cathodic (navy blue) and anodic (green) scans of the Pd–MG nanofilm saturated at 0.2 V. The changes in the shapes of the scans in the charge transfer resistance, $R_{CT}$, obtained from the equivalent circuit model of the EIS data were ascribed to phase transformations (see Fig. S6 – ESI†). A double-layer region is observed above 0.28 V, corresponding mainly to the formation of a solid-solution in the metal (the $\alpha$ phase). Between 0.28 V and 0.18 V, electrochemically-bonded hydrogen starts to diffuse into the bulk sample while more hydrogen attaches to the surface (the $\alpha + \beta$ phase). As the potential drops down, between 0.18 V and 0.04 V, absorption dominates due to the transfer of hydrogen ions into the bulk sample and their attachment to the active sites (the $\beta$ phase). On the contrary, the desorption of hydrogen from these sites and the movement of hydrogen towards the surface is observed in the anodic scan within the same region. With the sharp decrease in the current density, the electrocatalysis of hydrogen starts to take place below 0.04 V in the cathodic scan.

The ECM was further employed to model the impedance spectra of the MG and crystalline Pd nanofilms to investigate their capacitive response. In our previous study, the replacement of Pd with Cu by only 5% was proven to have a tremendous increase in the double layer and adsorption capacitance of the PdSi-based MG thin films.17 The adsorption capacitance parameter, $Y_{ad}$, calculated from the impedance values of the constant phase element (details given in the ESI† – Materials and methods, Electrochemical measurements) is shown in Fig. 2b. In the double-layer region, the maximum of the Pd$_{79}$Si$_{16}$Cu$_5$ MG
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indicating that the MG is pushed outwards due to hydrogenation. Around the bubbles is slightly darker than the other regions the nanobubbles forming on the Si substrate. The matrix nanofilm surface. The HAADF-STEM images in Fig. 3d display from the substrate surface expand and generate nanobumps on the image of the Si–MG assembly. Bubble-shaped structures emanating bubbles and the MG matrix. Fig. 3c shows a bright-field TEM (Fig. 3b and Fig. S7b – ESI†) show a clear contrast between the bubbles and the MG matrix. Fig. 3c and d show the spatially dispersed nanobubble formation along the nanofilm. Fig. S7a (ESI†) is an enlarged image of these nanobubbles taken by HRSTEM. HRTEM images taken from 3 different regions (Fig. 3b and Fig. S7b – ESI†) show a clear contrast between the bubbles and the MG matrix. Fig. 3c shows a bright-field TEM image of the Si–MG assembly. Bubble-shaped structures emanating from the substrate surface expand and generate nanobumps on the nanofilm surface. The HAADF-STEM images in Fig. 3d display the nanobubbles forming on the Si substrate. The matrix around the bubbles is slightly darker than the other regions indicating that the MG is pushed outwards due to hydrogenation.

Although no clear nanosegregation was observed in the MG matrix, Si depletion of around 4% in the very surrounding of the nanobubbles was determined from the image analyses of the EELS data. Thin nanohumps were formed on the top surface of the MG due to the outward pressure of the accumulated hydrogen at the interface.

Fig. S8a (ESI†) shows a HAADF-STEM image of electrochemically hydrogenated polycrystalline Pd. Fig. S8b (ESI†) shows the elemental mapping of Pd, Si and the interlayer SiO2. The Pd content is uniform across the sample, which was confirmed by EELS mapping. From the micrographs, no palladium hydride can be detected at the interface between the Si substrate and the crystalline Pd nanofilm. This result confirms that the nanobubble formation is unique to Pd79Si16Cu5 nanofilms. The thickness map of the MG nanofilm in Fig. S9a (ESI†) shows that the relative specimen thickness t/l (thickness expressed in units of the inelastic mean free path) decreases severely (from 0.7 to 0.6 l/t) during nanobubble formation. On the other hand, the strong decrease in thickness as shown in Fig. S9b (ESI†) is mainly due to the contribution of diffraction scattering from the polycrystalline structure of Pd.

The HRTEM micrograph of a Pd–MG nanofilm provided in Fig. 4a reveals the structural differences between the unhydrogenated regions (Fig. 4c(1)) and the hydrogenated regions in the vicinity of the nanobubbles (Fig. 4c(2)). The composition analysis of all the investigated and individual elements performed by EELS is depicted in Fig. 4b. Region 1 constitutes a maze-like structure with a broad diffuse halo on the fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern of the HRTEM image (Fig. 4d(1)). On the other hand, palladium hydride crystals are observed on the top or back layer of the nanobubbles, where point maxima on the broad diffuse FFT pattern can be seen in Fig. 4d(2). The superimposed FFT pattern of the first and second regions (Fig. 4d) shows that the two main lattice fringes found in the FFT pattern from the region close to the nanobubble correspond to fcc-Pd and fcc-PdHx nanocrystals with (111) (0.225 nm and 0.2286 nm, inside rings) and (200) (0.194 nm and 0.198 nm,
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The high abundance of Pd with relatively lower Si, where traces of oxygen obtained from the SiO₂ layer are observed. Individual Pd (red), O (green) and Si (blue) compositions within the Pd–MG nanofilm are shown. Due to the origin of the dark-field image, a minimum amount of signal can be attained from the porous regions (observed in black). Structural evaluation of the hydrogenated MG nanofilm. (c) Recorded HRTEM images obtained from the (1) unhydrogenated amorphous and (2) nanobubble containing palladium hydride nanocrystals. (d) Corresponding superimposed FFT patterns exhibiting a broad diffuse halo for (1), and point maxima on the broad halo for (2) (separated FFTs are given in the insets). The continuous and dashed lines correspond to the lattice fringes of the fcc Pd and Pd–H nanocrystals, respectively. The outer and inner rings represent the (200) and (111) planes, respectively. (e) Magnified view of the hydride regions with nanocrystals of diameters ranging from 1 to 4 nm.

The HRTEM and HAADF-STEM micrographs reveal that the majority of the large bubbles initiate from the Si–MG interface. This is mainly because the hydrogen ions, dissociated from the diluted sulfuric acid solution via the applied potential, propagate towards the inner layers until reaching the Si substrate which acts as a barrier. Several nanometers of SiO₂ layer on the substrate mediates the H⁺ entrapment due to the partial negative charge of oxygen and results in Si–O·–H formation. The entrapped hydrogen ions subsequently give electrons to palladium, which leads to PdH₂ formation. The increase in the hydrogen content as a function of the applied voltage in turn forms an inner diaphragm and a nanobump on the MG surface. Smaller bubbles generated from the big bubble and from the interface, as well as hydrogen pathways towards the top surface of the nanofilm, are observed. The kinetic energy of the hydrogen ions can be further accelerated by optimizing the applied potential and time of hydrogenation, which would in turn influence the diameter and number of nanobubbles. The maximum solubility of hydrogen in the β-phase is ~35 times larger than that in the α-phase. The diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the β-phase is ~3.33 times larger than that for the α-phase (ratios calculated from ref. 22). Furthermore, our chronoamperometry and CV studies have shown that (de)hydrogenation occurs in a matter of seconds. Hence, the adopted Si–MG assembly can partially be charged and discharged by hydrogen at fast rates and without the need of generating new nanobubbles. From this study, it is deduced that the Si/SiO₂ substrate plays a key role in heterogenous nucleation of PdH₂ crystals from the surface. Besides the Si/SiO₂ and MG interface, artificial interfaces such as pores or second phases can be introduced from which the nanobubbles could nucleate via palladium hydride formation. On the other hand, polycrystalline Pd nanofilms produced by using the same PVD method do not exhibit such nanobubble formation even after reaching the hydrogen saturation limit via chronoamperometry. This confirms that hydrogen cannot effectively penetrate into the bulk layers of the Pd polycrystal nanofilm. Another problem is that the hydrogen atoms can reside only at the interstitial sites of the polycrystalline Pd, which limits the amount of hydrogen turning into the hydride form.

Fig. S10a–c (ESI†) shows the SAED patterns taken from the superposition of the diffraction of the hydrogenated Pd nanofilm (Fig. S10a, ESI†), the individual Si substrate (Fig. S10b, ESI†) and the Pt layer (Fig. S10c, ESI†). Hereafter we analyzed the HRTEM images taken from the Pd nanofilm (Fig. S10d and f, ESI†) and the HRTEM image of the Pt layer as a reference (Fig. S10e, ESI†). Fig. S10g (ESI†) shows the azimuthal profile of the FFT patterns taken separately from the Pt layer and the hydrogenated Pd film. The shift of the peak positions of the hydrogenated Pd film towards smaller reciprocal values (larger real space values) is clearly visible. Both peaks correspond to the (111) and (200) planes of an fcc structure. The average lattice constants for the Pt layer and the hydrogenated Pd film are measured as 0.392 ± 0.002 nm and 0.402 ± 0.002 nm, respectively. The lattice constant of the hydrogenated polycrystalline Pd film has the same value as previously reported. Thus, the value for the hydrogenated Pd film is 0.402 ± 0.002 nm, which is much larger than the original Pd (fcc) lattice constant of a_{fcc,pd} = 0.389 ± 0.002 nm as confirmed by the literature.

In contrast to the crystalline Pd film the amount of lattice expansion in MG films is more difficult to estimate due to the
lack of long range order in metallic glasses. Fig. S11a and c (ESI†) show additional HRTEM images of the MG nanofilms after hydrogenation. It is clearly seen that from the FFT patterns in Fig. S11b and d (ESI†) the appearance of the diffraction spots superimposed on the diffuse ring from the amorphous matrix. These spots correspond to the formation of the palladium hydride nanocrystals at the nanobubble locations. The contribution of Pd hydride formed within the amorphous MG matrix is marked also by the red dashed line on the azimuthal profile of the FFT pattern shown in Fig. S11e (ESI†) which corresponds to 0.232 ± 0.002 nm of (111) PdHx and a calculated lattice parameter of 0.402 ± 0.002 nm. Moreover, Fig. S11e (ESI†) shows that the peak position of the broad maximum obtained from the MG matrix shifts to 0.225 ± 0.002 nm in comparison to the as-sputtered sample at 0.220 ± 0.001 nm obtained from the maximum of the first diffuse peak (20.54° determined from the pseudo-Voigt fit of the XRD diffractogram as shown in Fig. 1b). Thus, although we cannot directly compare the difference in the lattice expansions of the MG and polycrystalline Pd films, from the measured average atomic distances of the initial MG film we calculate the fcc lattice parameter of the very first Pd hydride crystals formed within the MG matrix as 0.380 nm. This value is lower than that of the initial polycrystalline Pd nanofilms of 0.389 nm. Upon hydrogen saturation the lattice parameter of the crystalline PdHx phase reaches the same lattice constant of 0.402 nm. Since the volumetric expansion difference is on the third power, a huge volumetric expansion is observed for the MG films, which can be assigned to the abundance of free volume acting as the active sites for the hydrogen entrapment. The average volumetric expansion, \( V = V_{\text{PdHx}} - V_{\text{Pd}} \), for Pd and Pd79Si16Cu5 nanofilms is calculated as 6.10 Å³ and 10.09 Å³, respectively. These results indicate that the lattice expansion of selected MG after hydrogen saturation is higher than any Pd alloys under ambient conditions.28 In fact, hydrogen in \( \beta \) palladium hydride is commonly accepted to be by octahedral interstitial site occupation of an fcc unit cell, which leads to a theoretical limiting H to Pd ratio of 1 (H/M = 0.7).7,29 Thus, the amount of hydrogen entrapment is much less, which is not sufficient to generate nanobubbles. On the other hand, for the Pd-Si-Cu MG system, Pd-centered trigonal prisms capped with Cu atoms, as obtained from neutron diffraction experiments and molecular dynamics simulations, might result in the generation of more sites that are active for hydrogen entrapment.19,20,30,31 Moreover, due to the abundance of free volume between the atomic clusters as seen in atomic simulations,32,33 the hydrogen ions can easily pass through the amorphous matrix and accumulate at the interface. The loosely packed structure with randomly dispersed interstitial holes in the supercooled liquid phase and its sluggish crystallization kinetics are the main reasons for the high abundance of such active sites.34,35 Thus, a higher entrapment of hydrogen in ion form can be attained, leading to the unit cell expansion of the formed PdHx crystals.

H/M ratio vs. applied potential graphs in Fig. S12 (ESI†) clearly show that the rate of hydrogenation increases below 0.15 V for both samples. The H/M ratio for the Pd nanoﬁlm already starts with 0.62 after the chronoamperometric saturation for 850 s at 0.6 V. This clearly means that MG can readily sorb similar amounts of hydrogen to the maximum saturation limit of hydrogen in Pd. The maximum H/M ratios observed for the considered range are 0.61 and 1.56 for the Pd and MG nanofilms, respectively. Thus, around 2.5 times higher hydrogen sorption is possible with the MG nanofilm. The increase in H/M values and the trend of increase towards smaller potentials are in line with the previous finding conducted in an acidic environment with Pd nanoparticles.30 The corresponding maximum weight percent of hydrogen (max. wt% H) for the Pd and MG nanofilms is 0.57 and 1.48%, respectively. This finding correlates well with literature values of H/M and max. wt% H of pristine Pd3,37–40 where small differences can be due to the electrolyte concentration/type, as well as the Si substrate used in this study. The hydrogen storage capacity of the selected MG nanofilms is comparable to many other conventionally used materials such as Mg, Ni, Ti, Zr, LaNi5, FeTi, Cu-Ni, TiFe, Ti5Si3 and even the newly discovered high entropy alloys.2,28,41–44 As confirmed by the HRTEM, the hydrogenation is more favored in the heterogenous nucleation sites. Thus, further control or design of such interfaces might enhance the amount of stored hydrogen.

Table S1 (ESI†) summarizes hydrogen sorption of different materials such as Mg-rich powders, complex light-metal hydrides, carbon nanotubes, zeolites, metal organic frameworks, hydride slurries, aerogels, liquid/compressed hydrogen, high entropy alloys, and metallic glasses in terms of maximum weight percent of stored hydrogen (wt% of H) and the atomic ratio of hydrogen to metal (H/M). Compared to many other metal-hydride formers, Pd exhibits long-term cycling stability up to 2500 cycles,45 and excellent kinetic hydrogen reversibility due to a very low enthalpy of formation of hydride in Pd.41,46 In terms of electrocatalytic activity of the selected MG film, our recent findings obtained from the Tafel plots exhibit a slightly smaller Tafel slope and higher exchange current density, revealing that the H2 evolution kinetics is faster than that of the Pd nanofilms.

Conclusions

In this contribution, we assessed the electrosorption capacity of hydrogen in PVD-sputtered Pd79Si16Cu5 MG nanofilms of ~50 nm thickness comparatively with Pd polycrystalline specimens. Palladium hydride in the amorphous nanofilm is formed in the vicinity of nanobubbles, which originates from its interface with the Si substrate. HRTEM images corroborate the presence of crystals, 1 to 4 nm in diameter, spatially dispersed around the nanobubbles. From the corresponding FFT pattern comparison acquired from the hydride regions and the fully amorphous matrix, a volume expansion of 10.09 Å³ is found. On the other hand, for hydrogenated polycrystalline Pd, the volume expansion is only 6.10 Å³, which is in agreement with previous findings. The calculated ratio of H/M = 1.56 of the Pd79Si16Cu5 MG nanofilms obtained from the electrochemical hydrogenation, which is around 2.5 times larger than that of the Pd nanofilms, places them among promising materials for future energy systems.
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